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 When one looks at the map of Indonesia, what usually stands out is the
separation of different parcels of land and small islands in a very wide ocean. This issue
of physical separation begs the question to many of us about how creating or developing
something together would work for the Indonesian people on a bigger scale. 
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 Arkom Jogja is one of the first groups with whom CAN developed a
relationship around the beginning of this network. They are community architects
and facilitators, who have been working on city-wide upgrading projects across
Jogjakarta, as well as developing networks of people who want to make a contribution
to their cities across Indonesia. They have been a great source of inspiration to
a lot of young people, local governments, civil societies, communities, etc. to get
involved in improving their cities together in ways that allow everyone to be equal
and stand on the same ground .

 This inspiration has travelled far and wide in Indonesia and greatly affected
some young people in Pontianak on Kalimantan island. As a result, Arkom Pontianak
emerged in 2018. They are a new wave of architects and artists, filled with great
love and passion for working in the city of Pontianak.

 Their inspiration influenced them to create a group of young, talented
citizens who are good friends and who share the same vision for their city.
The resulting subgroups brought together people with backgrounds in architecture,
art, graphic design, andmany more who gathered for the 2018 CAN Co-Creation
Workshop to support the ‘community above water’ – or what they call ‘Beting’.
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Arkom Jogja working with the community 

Arkom  Pontianak working with the community



Beting: Understanding the community and its selection

as a CAN Co-Creation site

 Pontianak was founded in 1773 by Sultan AI-Qadrie who lived in the city district
while his soldiers lived in the area of Beting. These soldiers were the original group settlers
in the area, whose extended families later caused Beting to grow.

 Beting – which translates to ‘community above water’ – is located on
the Kapuas river. It used to be a centre for trading activities and the centre of Pontianak
some decades ago.

 At present, Beting is a community of boat riders, fishermen, poets,
batik painters, and Muslim assembly members. Many people live in ‘rumah tiang’ –
a type of house on stilts that sits on the water – connected by ‘gertak’ – wooden pathways
that link the houses and people.

 The adjacent rivers of Kapuas and Landak are the heart of Beting’s community
life where all basic, everyday necessities happen, such as washing clothes, showering
and washing dishes. The rivers also serve as lanes of transportation, a playground
for children and a place for finding food.
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Map of Beting and its surrounding rivers

Rumah tiang and gertak: wooden houses on stilts and wooden pathway



 Unfortunately, the lack of strategic development planning in Beting, coupled
with rapid and unplanned migration into the area have caused Beting to be plagued
by a badreputation for being an informal settlement that’s dirty, dense, infested with drugs
and crime. There are also various health issues associated with the living conditions and
environment, which have significantly worsened over the years.
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Beting community junction, a place for everyday
life activities

Garbae in water, Beting community
 Mother washing clothes



 There were many reasons to pick Beting as the site for the CAN Co-Creation
Workshop. First of all, we looked at the data for all the sub-districts of Pontianak and
compared them, and Beting matched with our reasoning as a team to choose the best
possible site. But more importantly, the Arkom Pontianak team felt a warmness from
the Beting community people, which drew everybody’s attention, so in the end we
concluded this would be a place to start the co-creation process in this city.  

 The combination of history and the community’s background and genuine
energy inspired the Arkom Pontianak team to support local pride for the people of Beting. 
They also wanted to share the historical point of view from the community’s side with 
the public, displaying their beautiful traditions that are now getting lost as people gradually 
lose interest in them. 5

Internal capacity building by Arkom Jogja

A lane of transportation for people and building materials



The CAN Co-Creation Workshop and its process

 The six day Co-Creation workshop in Beting was carried out with a collaboration
of people from Pontianak city, including people from the current government. This process
aimed to create a people’s mechanism for the city of Pontianak, by starting by using
the community in Beting as a pilot project. 

 The process changed every day during the Co-Creation workshop, causing
some people in the team to question whether we were all working in the right direction.
Nevertheless, the process of team discussions never stopped and it exposed a lot of
feelings and values that people were holding on to, deep down within themselves.
This was something important that really held the team together.

 The team used the preparation process for the workshop as an opportunity to
develop relationships and understanding more about the community, exploring ways to
work with them and bring them together, and grow the collaboration from small to bigger
groups. 

 The team learnt how to approach people on the ground and work with different
groups who have different interests such as children, batik makers, people who frequent
the mosque, fishermen, women’s groups, etc. It was during this period that the team learnt
how to use the mapping process to clarify problems and visualise the community’s
potential with local people. 
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The mapping process that the Arkom Pontianak team did
with the community during the preparation process

Sketched map of Beting area and the surrounding rivers





 Day six was very important: the community and all participants prepared ‘ground 
content’ with ideas and planning – to present to the mayor and strategically mobilise
the people of Beting.

 Days one to five comprised of working together on-site, in small and larger
groups, with engagement from the local government people, including the mayor, at
the start of the process.
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Di�erent activities carried out during the workshop with di�erent groups

Di�erent activities carried out during the workshop with di�erent groups

Plans presented to the mayor

Plans presented to the mayor





 ‘Working with garbage’ is an idea that proved universal to everyone in the
community, as well as those from the outside. It was a key element in the presentation
that highlighted other related issues.

 A collaborative garbage collecting process was planned to help activate
the awareness of people living in the area, as well as those who are part of the development
process at the planning level.

8 Garbage collection activity on the last day of the workshop

Garbage collection activity on the last day of the workshop



 ‘Working with garbage’
is an idea that proved universal
to everyone in the community,

as well as those from the outside.
It was a key element in

the presentation that highlighted
other related issues.

 The workshop ended quite successfully, in that it activated Beting people’s
awareness to keep the garbage collecting activity running on a weekly basis, as well as
continuing to work with the Arkom Pontianak team on other related issues in accordance
with the plans presented.
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Garbage collection activity on the last day of the workshop



A planted seed of ‘Gotong Royong’

for the present and the future

     The week-long Co-Creation workshop has had a significant impact for the
Arkom Pontianak team and the people of Beting. Lots of knowledge has emerged and the
process showed clear signs that the community has opened a door to work with outsiders,
as well as the local government, in a way that acknowledges how everyone can be a part
of positive change.

 After the workshop, the Arkom Pontianak team engaged in a reflection process,
to gather ideas, feelings, things to improve, or what they would need help with in continuing
the work with the community and the new city mechanism that was established. 

 The warmth that was expressed by the people of Beting, the processes of
the six day workshop, the collaboration with people from all backgrounds and sectors,
and the love that went into all the hard work have planted a big seed in the hearts of
everyone in Pontianak city. 
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A workshop with kids in the Beting community

Activity with the mayor to explore a villages called Kamboja to collaborate

with the people to plan green villages



 On the government side, our team has provided some back up data of
the community – including a conceptual plan and a landscape design of the community
– for the government to make use and plan with the people on the ground. We work with
them closely whenever needed.

 We are planning to invite the government to a seminar on Beting. We are
currently collaborating with a lecturer from the IAIN (Institute Of Mouslim) to share
about the history of Beting and its potential from an academic and activist perspective.
The seminar is currently delayed due to social distancing rules du to the coronavirus
outbreak.

People in Beting continue to do some activities, both with and without us. 
They have become united in the planning for their own village and still involve 

us in some of the activities they want to propose to the government s
uch as signage making, street map design and building an area for Takbiran. 

For the time being, 
this process allows the local 

team to know that there are many 
things to be done and lots of 

opportunities for 
new collaborations. 

Our team can clearly see that 
people’s spirit, awareness and 

confidence have started 
to grow.
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Activity with Idea Academy to collaboratively plant �owers and vegetables,

and educate people to manage their rubbish


